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About This Content

A nurse and a security officer working at the hospital are trying to escape from the city invaded by Zombie girls.
New game mechanics in the already-discovered XXZ world.

the game is based on Dead Souls mechanics.

this DLC will help to bind XXZ game to your account.

10 missions.
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Great game for the right person. I think this is a very well done tactical turn based game irregardless of time period. If you like
tactical turn based games this is programmed very tight with few if any bugs.

I like this one a lot. My issues with it:
1. Graphically nice, however I find the background distracting. Use the tactical view for unhindered mayhem. (T key). They
should give you multiple backgrounds to play with \/ in.
2. Ony two campaigns, yes and one is a tutorial campaign that is very thourough and well done. That being said, humans are the
best to play against.
3. No editor. But you can customize some maps with options you select, however it is limited.
4. Sounds. Nice if you could change the music, not a big deal though.

Again, I think it's a great game and my issues are minor compared to what the game accomplishes. I enjoy it very much..
Interesting take on a tower defense style. Would be a lot better if there were hot keys and it wasn't quite such a click frenzy. In
it's current state, not really worth playing.. You have ten seconds to like this comment or just die already.. Super fun game. One
of the things that I really enjoyed about it was figuring out which abilities matched my playstyle the best and choosing to
upgrade them. I think the game would be too easy with shortcut keys, so that's why they aren't there.. I thought the memes were
pretty cheeky, it was a decent little animation and it's free so give it a go.

I give it 6 Toupees out of 8, GG developer :^). I bought the Snowblaster Kit which consist of multiple items, they instantly
arrived onto my Epic Snails account once I logged onto the game and checked my inventory. This kit is a great way to support
the future of Epic Snails and that's another reason I bought it.. it makes me sad i just spend 5 bucks for this, the app is amazing,
but this version is extreamly over priced and has so much crap it doesnt need, having lives is not good for a game like this,
unlocking levels is stupid because id rather play the levels i want to play and not the boring ones. also, there is really weird box
that covers up my attempts and all the tutorials. dont get me wrong, this game is fun, but if it didnt have all this stupid stuff in it
it would be amazing.. Impire is a poorly executed amalgamation of some of my favorite franchises. It could have been oh-so-
much more.

The Good
* Its like a MOBA-Squad based Dungeon Keeper
* Its Ardania (I'm a big fan of the Majesty franchise)
* Characters are pretty awesome
* Dialog is great... although the demon's voice is slightly annoying
* Pretty nice graphics overall

The Bad
* Dungeon Keeper clone is not Dungeon Keeper
* Pre-Fab rooms cut down on customization. Training room, for example is a fixed size. Can't be expanded or made into a
different shape
* MOBA-style RTS is a poor replacement for the Simulated Life (individual monster AI) of Dungeon Keeper
* Squad-based RTS is tactically uninteresting. Its mostly "Oh A go attack B"
* Pretty-much the same strategy can be used over and over again endlessly with no variation. This becomes grind-tastic quickly
because this game has a billion levels.
* Decent graphics, and humorous dialog seem lost on ingame movies with game assets close-up (no high-poly models) who's
mouths don't even move. They took the time to do good writing, and make a great engine, but didn't consider high-poly models
for close-up briefings and cinematics? WTF.
* Controls feel sluggish and dull
* Hero ladders are extremely annoying and grindy.
* The need for constant teleportation should have informed the game-makers that something was wrong with their gameplay.
Perhaps they should have made it so you didn't have to ninja over to hero ladders and perhaps make garrisoning better so you
don't have to constantly shift frontline troops back for hero invasions.

I give this a 6.5\/10, which is barely a passing grade, but is still a passing grade. I had fun, even though there's really very
shallow in terms of tactics or strategy. The same things work over and over again. Most units don't even need to be used. But the
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Dungeon Keeper nostalgia and cute dialog put it over the top for me.
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This game looks good and has good sfx and soundtrack but lack of actual gameplay. Just 3 different forms of obstacle racing.
Also easily causes vr motion sickness.. To put this succinctly as possible, this game sucks and its main characture is of such a
rabidly intolorant characture as to make this game a distinct displeasure. If I had met such a person as this Eymerich in person,
in real life, I would rather see him dead than suffer him.. Yet another wave shooter. However, it's a blast to play. Very good
graphics, nice 360 virtual world environments. Fun, satisfying gun play. No problems with tracking. Decent variety of robot
enemies. Both defensive and offensive upgrades. Best of all, you can also choose to teleport for locomotion or, like me, just
have fun sitting down.

My primary complaint is that you do need to grind for a little bit to get an upgrade. It's not too bad, but you start off with a
revolver where you have to press trigger to shoot. Well, that doesn't sound bad at first, but when you are killing 100s of enemies,
it can start to feel tiring. At least, my trigger finger started to feel tired. There's no reloads which, I think should be added as it
seems odd to have unlimited ammo and also no reloads. Hint: save all your money ($3000 I think) to get your automatic weapon.

Even with Early Access, this game has a lot of polish. I think with a few more updates to add environments, guns, enemies, this
could be a must buy... but for now, I do strongly recommend at the sale price :D

note: played on Oculus Rift with Touch Controllers ... can't speak for Vive compatibility. P. Didnt know P button is so useful
when your parents enter your room.. The multiplayer doesn't work. I had really fond memories of this game, but most of that
was from the demo where the majority of the enemies are melee only and you don't have to deal with the AI's laser lock-on
system.

It plays almost like a single player version of Counter-Strike, except it's actually still fun and nowhere near as cheap (most of the
time) as the deleted scenes of Condition Zero. Corner jiggle peeking is rewarded and prolonged spraying of the automatic
weapons is punished with poor accuracy.

It's good but not as great as I remembered and I would actually recommend playing on the easiest difficulty to avoid having to
exploit the AI when dealing with the more powerful bullet sponge enemies in the 2nd half of the game, as I had to in my recent
play through.

There are fan patches, source ports, and texture packs available to accommodate the higher resolutions of modern monitors and
future proof the game for current and future operating systems.. 1.6 hours playing. didn't worth the price. at least for a game
that cheap make a save game feature will ya?
it's buggy as hell. make an inventory slot. this is an RPG maker game, why remove such feature. when you have crowbar or key,
you don't even know what to do with them except spamming clicks on every "!" sign. and the hell with the mini games, just
focus on your game first.

refund!
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